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Imaging the dephasing of spin wave modes in a square thin film magnetic element
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We have used time-resolved scanning Kerr effect microscopy to study dephasing of spin wave modes in a
square Ni81Fe19 element of 10mm width and 150 nm thickness. When a static magnetic fieldH was applied
parallel to an edge of the square, demagnetized regions appeared at the edges orthogonal to the field. WhenH
was applied along a diagonal, a demagnetized region appeared along the opposite diagonal. Time-resolved
images of the out-of-plane magnetization component showed stripes that lie perpendicular toH and indicate
the presence of spin wave modes with wave vector parallel to the static magnetization. The transient Kerr
rotation was measured at different positions along an axis parallel toH, and the power spectra revealed a
number of different modes. Micromagnetic simulations reproduce both the observed images and the mode
frequencies. This study allows us to understand an anisotropic damping observed at the center of the square
element in terms of dephasing of the resonant mode spectrum.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Time-resolved scanning Kerr effect microsco
~TRSKEM! may be used to explore the spatial and tempo
character of ultrafast magnetic processes, while patter
thin films allow spin wave excitations to be studied within
confined geometry and are of interest for applications
magnetic data storage. Magnetization dynamics have b
studied in such elements by various techniques.1–7 Substan-
tial effort has been made to study magnetization reversa
continuous films and small elements8,9 but the coherence10,11

of precessional switching and the origin of the damping12,13

are the subject of continuing debate. Time-resolved magn
images14 show that precessional switching is incoherent ev
in a permalloy element that initially has uniform magnetiz
tion.

When a magnetic system is excited by a short magn
field pulse, the evolution of the magnetization is determin
by various material parameters as well as the shape and
of the system, which control the interplay between excha
and dipolar interactions. The small amplitude precessio
motion provides quantitative information about magnetic
rameters of physical and technological relevance, and ca
used to study the excitation of nonuniform eigenmodes
patterned thin films of nonellipsoidal shape. These eig
modes have been studied experimentally by Brillouin lig
scattering,15 TRSKEM,3 ferromagnetic resonance,16,17 and
inductive techniques.13,18 However to fully understand thei
character it is necessary to determine both their freque
and their spatial character from dynamic images. Theoret
understanding of the eigenmodes is still bei
developed.19–24 For a rectangular magnetic stripe, the sp
at the edge of the stripe are often assumed to be either fre
fully pinned.25 Theoretical work has been performed o
stripes of both infinitesimal23 and finite24 thickness. In the
latter case, the dynamic magnetization at the edges was
scribed with effective boundary conditions of purely dipo
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nature and good agreement was found with experime
results.26–28

Configurational anisotropy in nanometer and microme
sized elements has been known for some time.29–31,7 Re-
cently we observed that, in a square element of 10mm length
and 150 nm thickness, the precessional damping also sh
a fourfold anisotropy when the static field is applied in d
ferent directions within the sample plane.7 Time-resolved
magnetic images showed the formation of stripes that s
gested the presence of nonuniform eigenmodes. Here
characterize the eigenmodes by TRSKEM and microm
netic simulations. For an element of 10mm width, and with
an optical resolution of better than 1mm, one may observe
spin waves with wave vector~k! in the range 63103– 6
3104 cm21. The frequencies of these magnetostatic wa
depend upon the product ofk and the film thickness. For a
continuous film of 100 nm thickness and a static field
about 1 kOe, the frequencies of the backward volume m
netostatic~BWVMS! waves22 lie about 1 GHz below that of
the uniform mode. The dimensions of the present sample
sufficiently large that the exchange interaction has little
fect upon these modes, and so we may study the influenc
the dipolar interaction in isolation. This provides a valuab
starting point for studies of much smaller elements of sim
aspect ratio where dipolar and exchange effects must be
sidered simultaneously.

II. EXPERIMENT

An array of square glass/Ni81Fe19 (150
nm)/Al2O3 (20 nm) elements of 10mm length and edge-to
edge separation of 60mm was prepared by electron bea
lithography and sputtering. A magnetic field of 150 Oe w
applied parallel to one edge of the elements during growth
set the orientation of the uniaxial anisotropy axis. A detai
description of the optical pump–probe technique and T
SKEM has been reported elsewhere7,32,33 and so here we
©2004 The American Physical Society26-1
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FIG. 1. ~a! The experimental geometry (H
5467 Oe),~b! the experimental dynamic images
and ~c! the simulated dynamic images from
OOMMF, at different time delays are shown. Th
static magnetization~d! and total internal field~e!
in the static configuration are shown. The gre
scale represents the out-of-plane component
the magnetization and internal field, respective
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describe only the principal features of the experiment. T
sample was excited by the pulsed magnetic field gener
by the current from a GaAs photoconductive switch. T
sample was overlaid on a coplanar strip transmission line
probed through its transparent substrate. The pulsed
profile was determined by an electro-optic sampli
technique33 and showed a rise time of about 40 ps and
decay time of about 2 ns. The peak magnetic field amplit
was estimated to be about 27 Oe. An in-plane static fieldH
was applied to the sample and measurements were ma
its strengthH and orientation were varied. The sample w
scanned under a fixed sub-mm probe spot using a piezo
electric scanning stage to obtain dynamic magnetic ima
of the out-of-plane magnetization component.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Measurements of the transient Kerr rotation at the ce
of the element were presented in Ref. 7. Fast Fourier tra
forms ~FFT! of the transient response showed a single m
of precession. From the frequency of precession we dedu
the presence of a fourfold anisotropy field of 33 Oe, w
easy axes parallel to the edges of the element, in additio
a uniaxial anisotropy of about 2.5 Oe with easy axis para
to the direction of the growth magnetic field. However d
namic images showed the magnetic response to be non
form. The experimental geometry is shown in Fig. 1~a! while
dynamic images obtained at a static field value ofH
5467 Oe are shown in Fig. 1~b!. The greyscale represen
the out-of-plane component of the magnetization. A str
pattern rapidly becomes apparent within the images.
central stripe is broadest and the stripe width decrease
ward the edge of the square. Since the stripes lie perpend
lar to H, the wave vectors of the excited modes must
parallel toH in the BWVMS geometry.

The frequencies of the excited modes were determined
measuring the transient Kerr rotation with the probe s
placed 1, 2, 3, and 4mm from the center of the element o
the symmetry axis parallel toH. Figure 2~a! shows the
pulsed field profile obtained by electro-optic sampling, wh
Figs. 2~b!–2~e! show the transient Kerr rotation. The righ
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hand panels show the power spectra obtained from FFTs
ing a Welch window function without zero padding. At 1mm
from the center, the mode at 7.23 GHz~mode 1!, that was
found at the center of the element, is still prominent, but a
mm from the center another peak at 6.36 GHz~mode 2! has
appeared. At 3mm from the center, mode 2 has grown
amplitude and become comparable to mode 1 while ano
peak at about 5.25 GHz~mode 3! also has significant ampli
tude. At 4 mm from the center, mode 3 has become dom
nant. Another peak has appeared at about 3.8 GHz but we
not observe this peak consistently at all values ofH. The
peaks below 3 GHz are probably associated with second
peaks in the pulsed field profile due to reflections of t
current pulse from impedance mismatches on the trans
sion line. The positions of these peaks do not depend u
H, suggesting that they are not part of the resonant sam
response. The frequencies of the additional modes show
Fig. 2 are lower than that of the uniform mode, as expec
for magnetostatic waves with wavelength in the 1–10mm
range.

The dependence of the frequencies of modes 1–3 upoH

FIG. 2. The pulsed magnetic field profile~a! and time-dependen
Kerr rotations are plotted in the left-hand panels for spots placed~b!
1 mm, ~c! 2 mm, ~d! 3 mm, and~e! 4 mm from the center of the
element on the symmetry axis parallel toH. The orientation ofH
and h was as shown in Fig. 1~a!. The right-hand panels show th
corresponding FFT spectra.
6-2
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was studied in measurements of the transient Kerr rotatio
3 and 4.5mm from the center of the element. Time-resolv
images showed that the dynamic magnetization bec
highly irregular forH values less than 100 Oe, presumab
because the major part of the element was no longer s
rated. Measurements were therefore made at field value
H.100 Oe. In Fig. 3 the transient Kerr rotation is plotted
different values ofH with the probe spot located 3mm from
the center. The FFTs reveal the presence of modes 2 and
addition to mode 1. In Fig. 4 the frequencies of modes 1
obtained from measurements at 3 and 4.5mm from the cen-
ter, are represented by closed symbols. The frequencies
tained from the two measurement positions agree well.

To understand the variations in the frequencies and sp
character of the modes, we performed time-dependent mi
magnetic simulations using the Object Oriented Microm
netic Framework~OOMMF! software.34 The element was
divided into a two-dimensional array of cells with dime
sions of 40 nm340 nm3150 nm. Reduction of the cell siz

FIG. 3. The time-dependent Kerr rotations measured at 3mm
from the center of the element on the symmetry axis parallel toH
are shown in the left-hand panels. The orientation ofH andh was
as shown in Fig. 1~a!. The right-hand panels show the correspon
ing FFT spectra.

FIG. 4. Experimental frequencies obtained with probe spo
mm ~j, mode 1;d, mode 2;m, mode 3! and 4.5mm ~., mode 1;
l, mode 2;!, mode 3! from the center of the element, on th
symmetry axis parallel toH, are plotted as a function ofH. Simu-
lated frequencies from OOMMF at a location of 3mm from the
center of the element are shown by the open symbols~h, mode 1;
s, mode 2;n, mode 3!.
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and discretization through the thickness of the sample did
alter the results significantly. The finite thickness of the fi
affects the result through the demagnetizing field. The sim
lations assumed parameter values7 of 4pMS510.8 kOe,A
51.331026 erg/cm, HK52.5 Oe,g52.15, and a damping
coefficient of 0.01. The pulsed fieldh(t), had rise time of 40
ps and peak value of 27 Oe. The simulated images w
spatially averaged with a Gaussian function with full wid
at half maximum of 700 nm corresponding to the nomin
optical resolution of our TRSKEM. In Fig. 1~c! the simulated
images are shown for time delays similar to those of
experimental images. The very good agreement between
perimental and simulated images justifies the cell size
parameter values used in the simulation. In Figs. 1~d! and
1~e! we have shown the out-of-plane components of
static magnetization and the total internal field before ap
cation of the pulsed field. The simulated images in Fig. 1~c!
clearly show that nonuniformity propagates from regio
near the edges perpendicular toH. The static magnetization
and total internal field images show that these are dema
tized regions.

To reproduce the measured mode frequencies with
OOMMF simulation, the time-dependent magnetization w
spatially averaged over a 1mm square mask of comparab
area to that of the focused probe spot. The mask center
placed at distances of 1, 2, 3, and 4mm from the center of
the element. In Fig. 5 the time-dependent magnetization
corresponding power spectra are shown for the geometr
Fig. 1~a!. The spectra show the appearance of modes 1–
frequencies close to those in Figs. 2~b!–2~e!. The experimen-
tal and simulated frequencies atH5467 Oe are shown in
Table I. OOMMF simulations were performed for six valu
of H in the range of 155–600 Oe to reproduce the variat
of mode frequency withH. The frequencies obtained from
the power spectra at 3mm from the center are plotted as ope
symbols in Fig. 4. The simulated and measured frequen
are in reasonably good agreement. Mode 3 shows the g
est discrepancy, perhaps because it is more strongly loca
at the edge of the element and more susceptible to pertu
tions of the dipolar field associated with edge defects.

-

3

FIG. 5. OOMMF simulations of the time-dependent out-o
plane component of the normalized magnetization (Mz /MS) are
shown. Results obtained at~a! 1 mm, ~b! 2 mm, ~c! 3 mm, and~d! 4
mm from the center of the element on the symmetry axis paralle
H (H5467 Oe) are shown in the left-hand panels. The right-ha
panels show the corresponding FFT spectra.
6-3
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When H was instead applied parallel to a diagonal,
stronger apparent damping of the magnetization7 was ob-
served at the center of the element and explained qua
tively in terms of the generation of nonuniform modes.
Fig. 6~a! we show the experimental geometry used in th
measurements in which the static field strength was se
H5155 Oe. The experimental images at different time
lays are shown in Fig. 6~b!. The images show nonuniformit
along the diagonal perpendicular toH even after 70 ps.
Stripes appear first at the center of the element and the
uniformity extends toward the corners with increasing tim
delay. Simulated images are shown in Fig. 6~c! and show
similar features to the experiment. The out-of-plane com
nents of the static magnetization and the total field are sh
in Figs. 6~d! and 6~e!, respectively. It is clear that nonunifor
mity again first appears at the edges of the demagnet
regions present in the static configuration.

To understand how nonuniformity develops we calcula
the time-dependent magnetization within a 1mm area at the
center of the element and at distances ofA2, 2A2, 3A2, and
4A2 mm from the center of the element along the diago
parallel toH. The time dependence of the magnetization a
the corresponding power spectra are shown in Figs. 7~b!–
7~f!. The power spectra reveal a number of modes, the m
prominent of which have center frequencies of 2.78, 3.
3.69, 4.22, and 4.92 GHz. A measurement made at the ce
of the element withH5154 Oe showed a clear peak at abo
3.5 GHz and a shoulder at about 4.7 GHz, as shown in
7~a!.

TABLE I. The mode frequencies obtained from experiment a
simulation are shown in the case that a field of 467 Oe was app
parallel to an edge of the element.

Mode 1 Mode 2 Mode 3

Experiment 7.23 6.36 5.25
OOMMF 7.05 6.28 5.48
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Further simulations35 were performed with a harmoni
driving field in order to excite individual modes and explo
their spatial character. All modes were found to couple to
spatially uniform time-dependent magnetic field. Therefo
when a pulsed field is applied, a number of modes are
cited simultaneously and stripes appear in the experime
and simulated images as the modes dephase. WithH applied
parallel to an edge, only the highest frequency mode w
found to have significant amplitude at the center of the e
ment, whereas a number of modes had significant amplit
at the center whenH was applied parallel to a diagona
Dephasing hence leads to a larger apparent damping a
center of the element whenH is applied parallel to a diago
nal as compared to whenH is applied parallel to an edge.

FIG. 7. Experimental polar Kerr rotation~a! at the center of the
element and OOMMF simulations of the time-dependent norm
ized out-of-plane component of magnetization (Mz /MS) ~b!–~f! are
shown. Results obtained at~b! the center,~c! A2 mm, ~d! 2A2 mm,
~e! 3A2 mm, and~f! 4A2 mm from the center of the element on th
diagonal parallel toH (H5155 Oe) are shown in the left-han
panels. The right-hand panels show the corresponding FFT spe
The peak frequencies have been marked.
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FIG. 6. The experimental dynamic images~b!
and the simulated dynamic images~c! obtained in
the experimental geometry~a! are shown. The
static magnetization~d! and total internal field~e!
in the static configuration are shown. The gre
scale represents the out-of-plane components
the magnetization and internal field, respective
6-4
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the nonuniform magnetic respo
of a 10mm square Ni81Fe19 element of 150 nm thickness t
a pulsed magnetic field with 40 ps rise time. Time-resolv
magnetic images showed the formation of stripes, lying n
mal toH. With H applied parallel to the edge of the eleme
the transient Kerr rotation was recorded at four positions
the symmetry axis parallel toH. The power spectra reveale
the presence of two additional modes with frequency low
than that observed at the center of the element. Tim
dependent micromagnetic simulations reproduced the str
observed in the experimental images and the frequencie
the resonant modes. WhenH was applied parallel to a diag
onal of the element, the time-resolved magnetic ima
showed the formation of a denser stripe pattern, again ly
normal to H. Immediately after application of the pulse
field, the dynamic magnetization was found to be divid
into two distinct regions lying on opposite sides of the dia
onal perpendicular toH. Simulations again reproduced th
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